WHIG General Meeting 2018
What is Governed and not Governed in Large Metropolis
London, Mexico, Milan, Paris, São Paulo
Comparisons
Thursday 6th to Friday 7th December 2018
Sciences Po

Organisation:
El Colegio de Mexico, CEDUA
Sciences Po, Centre for European Studies and Comparative Politics
University College London, Bartlett School of Planning
University of Milan Bicocca, Department of Sociology
University of São Paulo, CEM

Contact : patrick.legales@sciencespo.fr
Wednesday the 5th of December

7.30 pm: Welcome dinner in the evening Restaurant Caffé Toscano, 34 rue des Saints-Pères

Thursday the 6th of December

Sciences Po, Room H101, 28 Rue des Saints-Pères, 75007 Paris

8.45 am: Coffee Break

9-10.15 am: Session 1: Introduction: Where are We? Where Do We Go From Now?  
Quick roundtable

The WHIG Comparative Agenda

Patrick Le Galès (Sciences Po, CEE & Urban School, CNRS)

Comments by Alberta Andreotti (Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca, UNIMIB, Department of Sociology and Social Research), Eduardo Marques (University of São Paulo, CEM), Mike Raco (University College London, Bartlett School of Planning), Vicente Ugalde (El Colegio de Mexico, CEDUA)

10.15-10.30 am: Coffee Break

10.30 am-12.45 pm: Session 2: Governing Informal Activities

Chair: Mike Raco

Tommaso Vitale (Sciences Po, CEE) Sketch of paper

Street Vending in Mexico and São Paulo
Veronica Crossa (El colegio de Mexico, CEDUA), Telma Hoyser (Universiry of São Paulo) Sketch of paper

Governing squatters in London and Paris
Thomas Aguilera (Sciences Po Rennes, ARENE & Associate Researcher at Sciences Po, CEE), Sketch of paper

Governing the Informal City: the Case of Squatted Public Housing in Milan
Emmanuel Belotti (University College London, Bartlett School of Planning), Draft paper

Informal Activities How to Study them, How to Compare them, the exemple of São Paulo
Gabriel Feltran (Universidade Federal de São Carlos), Sketch

1 Singing by John Tomaney later in the evening
12.45-1.45 pm: Buffet Lunch for all participants

1.45-3.45 pm: Session 3: Comparing Urban Policies
Chair: Edouardo Marques

Camille Alle (Assemblée des communautés de France), Ursula Peres (University of São Paulo), Draft paper

Politicising, Framing and Regulating Platform-Mediated Short-Term Holiday Rentals: Comparing Actors’ Mobilisations and Policy Responses in Large European Cities
Thomas Aguilera, Francesca Artioli (Université Paris Est-Créteil, Lab’Urba, École d’Urbanisme de Paris & Associate Researcher at Sciences Po, CEE), Claire Colomb (Institut de hautes études de développement et d'aménagement des territoires en Europe), Tatiana Moreira de Souza (University College London, Bartlett School of Planning)

Security and Police
Jacques de Maillard, (Paris London) (with Mathieu Zagrodski) (Université de Versailles-Saint-Quentin-en-Yvelines, CESDIP), Draft paper

Sketch of paper: Alvaro Artigas (Associate Researcher at Sciences Po, CEE)

Policing Milan and Issues for comparison
Fabio Quassoli (University of Milano-Bicocca), Sketch

3.45-4 pm: Coffee Break

4-6.30 pm: Session 4: Comparing Urban Policies 2, Regulations
Chair: Veronica Crossa

Air Quality: How Policies are Coordinated in Paris and Mexico
Roberto Rodriguez (Sciences Po, CEE), Sketch

The Regulation of urban logistic platforms. Urban governance of Fresh Food Wholesale Markets in Italy and France: the Case of Milan (Sogemi) and Paris (Rungis).
Alessandro Maggioni (Sciences Po, CEE & University of Milan Bicocca), Draft paper

Social Assistance in São Paulo and Milan
David Benassi (University of Milan Bicocca), Renata Bichir (University of São Paulo), Emanuele Polizzi (Ecampus University), sketch

Waste Disposal Mexico and Paris
Agnès Bastin, Côme Salvaire, Eric Verdeil, (Sciences Po, CERI), Vicente Ugalde

Paris/London: Diverging Logic of Economic Development
Edouard Dequeker (Sciences Po, CSO), Sketch
6-6.45 pm: Special Session, Urban Research and Cities in Brazil after the Election

São Paulo group

7.30 pm: Dinner, Brasserie le Solférrino, 262 boulevard Saint-Germain (15 minutes walk)

Friday, the 7th of December

Sciences Po, Room H405, 28 Rue des Saints-Pères, 75007 Paris

9-10.45 pm: Session 5: Comparative Urban Politics

Chair: Marco Cremaschi (Sciences Po, CEE)

Elites Networks: São Paulo, Milan, Paris ….and Mexico
Alberta Andreotti, Christine Barwick (Centre Marc Bloch & Associate Researcher at Sciences Po, CEE), Eduardo Marques, 3 Draft papers

How Local Governements Regulate the Local Economy,
Mariana d'Ovidio (Università di Bari) (with Valentina Pacetti (University of Milan Bicocca)), Draft paper

What Do Left Wing Mayors Achieve
Patrick Le Galès, Eduardo Marques
Comments by Alberta Andreotti, Mike Raco, Vicente Ulgade

10.45-11 am: Coffee Break

11 am-12.45 pm: Session 6: Finance and Urban Policies

Chair: Alberta Andreotti

Valuation by Property Consultants in São Paulo, Paris and Lyon
Lucia Shimbo (University of São Paulo, IAU), sketch

The Financialization of Social Housing:
Sonia Arbaci (University College London, Bartlett School of Planning), Emanuele Belotti (London), Draft paper

The Funding and Financing of Infrastructure London, São Paulo:
Carolina Requena (University of São Paulo), John Tomaney (University College London, Bartlett School of Planning), (2 papers)

Housing Prices and Inequality: Comparing Paris and London
Nordine Kireche (Sciences Po, LIEPP), Patrick Le Galès, sketch

12.45-2 pm: Buffet Lunch for all participants
2-4.30 pm: Session 7: New Projects

Chair: Tommaso Vitale

A Framework to Compare Cities
Charlotte Halpern (Sciences Po, CEE), Draft paper

Big Urban Projects and Urban Governance:
Alberta Andreotti, Charlotte Halpern, Betina Sarue (University of São Paulo), Gabriel Silvestre (The University of Sheffield), Sketches

Presentation of the New Comparative Research Project: Residential investments Landscapes and the Governance and Regulation of Housing Production in London, Paris and Amsterdam
Mike Raco, Patrick Le Galès

Short presentations: Phd students from El Colegio de Mexico
Marisol Romero, Carlos Mancilla, Erick Serna Luna

Round table: Urban Projects, Planning Time and Developer Strategies
Dan Durrant, Nicola livingstone, Mike Raco (University College London, Bartlett School of Planning)
Comments by Marco Cremaschi

4.30 pm: Final Session

Comments
Projects
Publication plans
Funding

Next Meeting
Sciences Po, 28 rue des Saints-Pères, 75007 Paris

Metro: Saint-Germain-des-Près, Mabillon or Rue du Bac